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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2814 - 2815

Chapter 2814

As long as it doesn’t hurt the energy core, everything is fine.

How can I recover quickly.

This is the terrible thing about Leviathan.

The Gods Laboratory reserved this hand exclusively.

Don’t expose it yet.

Wait until the critical moment to use.

I must be able to hit the opponent by surprise!

This trait was actually discovered by Xiao Liejun’s subordinates.

It’s just that when they said, they had already left.

Then the command post was bombed off, and all the researchers who discovered the
characteristics of Leviathan were sacrificed.

Xiao Liejun and the others didn’t know.

At the moment Daxia coastline.
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Daxia’s large forces and allied forces from all sides came together.

After a brief greeting.

Everyone started to stare at the Leviathan ahead.

“Report! There are still two hundred nautical miles ahead! All the giant creatures have
gathered together! I don’t know what they are doing?”

At this time, a message was sent from the front.

Locked the position of the Leviathans!

Three thousand Leviathans gathered together, which is too exaggerated.

The area occupied can be too large.

Such a large area of   the sea is all occupied by Leviathan.

People who don’t know think that aliens are coming.

After locking the position.

Everyone posted up.

I want to know what it is like!

All the major reinforcements allies also got together.

“Detector One! Move up and see what’s going on??”

Xiao Liejun immediately ordered.

He turned to his allies and said, “This thing must be eliminated! Otherwise, it will not be
good for everyone! It will be a disaster for the whole world!”
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“Well, it must be destroyed! Otherwise, it will be destroyed one by one!”

“Fortunately, there is this opportunity to let all of us join hands! Otherwise, there is really no
way to deal with it, and it will be difficult for even the great power of Daxia!”

“I don’t know who suggested that everyone support Daxia together! This proposal is
wonderful! Support Daxia is to protect yourself!”

…

The reinforcements from other countries nodded fiercely.

I think it is very correct for everyone to support this decision together!

But they have never thought about who proposed it?

Who is leading this!

But at this stage, no one has ever thought about it.

Ignore this.

When everyone remembers later, I’m afraid they will startle in a cold sweat.

I am also afraid that the War Eagle Nation is wondering who is taking the lead.

Using some psychological techniques, the whole world has been covered in everything.

The key point is that no one knows the source of these Leviathans…

Today, everyone is united to wipe out these Big Macs.

All fear comes from lack of firepower!

But now it is equivalent to the world united together.
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The firepower is too much.

None of them are afraid.

The Explorer 1 in Daxia in front has gone deep, very close to the position of the Leviathans.

Soon they conducted an observation scan of the Leviathan army.

“It’s not good! The big thing is not good! The Leviathans have recovered themselves!”When
the current party’s message comes.

The audience was silent.

The Leviathans actually recovered.

Not to mention the recovery of the wound, even the head and torso that had been knocked
out grew back.

This is also terrible!

It means that everyone did nothing the same just now!

“They still have the ability to recover quickly on their own?”

“In this case, it will be even more difficult to eliminate!”

“It was difficult to touch its core, but now the difficulty has risen sharply!”

The faces of Xiao Liejun and others were full of gloomy expressions.

Jiang Ye glanced at everyone and said, “Even if we are all together! It is very difficult!”

“No matter what it is, we will destroy it if we try our best!”

“It really doesn’t work, we all will adjust weapons or something! Let’s do it together, I don’t
believe it anymore!”
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…

At this moment, even the reinforcements of the Eagle Nation have been mentioned in the
front.

Before they came to support, they were forced to join.

But now they figured it out clearly, Daxia and the Lab of the Gods were both enemies.

It’s the same with everyone.

Chapter 2815

Especially now it can cause both sides to lose out.

Why don’t they do it?

Furthermore.

If Big Mac Daxia or these people can’t be eliminated.

In the end, they had to destroy the Eagle Nation.

Then it will be their problem.

It might as well be wiped out now.

Even if it can’t be eliminated, it is better to understand all aspects and discover all the
shortcomings.

Prepare for the future.

“Yes! Let’s do it together!”
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“One word-don’t let it live!”

“rush!”

…

Everyone is united.

Pressed up towards the sea area ahead.

Leviathan has officially assembled in the sea ahead.

The army of the Gods Laboratory evacuated from the capital has fled from the sea and
arrived on the sea islands arranged in advance.

Mr. X is always paying attention to the situation of Leviathan and Daxia.

“What happens next? Are they pressing on?”

Lucifer asked.

“Let all the Leviathan army press on!!!”

“This time without reservation! Kill! Kill me!”

Mr. X suffocated his anger.

“In addition, the Dark Doctor is notified that the plan is temporarily cancelled! The situation
has changed! We have not yet confirmed the existence of the God in Forbidden Land No.
76!”

The others nodded: “Understood!”

“Is there any message from the main priest?”

Mr. X asked.
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“No! I don’t know what the main gods mean! But I feel that they will make a decision soon!”

“Okay, solve here first! See how the battle is going!”

“In addition, quickly find out what the Bible Organization and Maya Industry are all about?
And how did Da Xia fight back! Check it out for me within an hour! Otherwise, you guys will
stop living!”

He was really angry.

This failure is unacceptable.

Things that had been laid out for several years were so defeated.

He was about to cry.

Where is the problem?

He should be considered exhaustive.

Everything is calculated in.

And the plan is ahead of schedule.

From three months to two months, and then to one and a half months.

Then even more early…

Every step is seamless, how can it fail?

What’s the difference?

Check it out immediately!

Especially how each change happened!
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Anyone who is ginseng and who comes in must be found out one by one!

The God of Forbidden Land No. 76?

The two types of existence in Daxia legends?

Pooh!

I can’t even see the shadow!

He hates and is angry!

Why did the situation become like this!

“I want the world to know the craziest and most dangerous appearance of Leviathan!”

Mr. X is almost abnormal.

…

After the Leviathans received the order.

start to act.

this time.

A total of three thousand Leviathans gathered together and lined up one after another.

It was so terrible last time when 800 animals were together.

This time there are three thousand!

However, this is not the most terrible!

The most frightening thing is that they have begun to change!This time Leviathan began to
undergo a qualitative change.
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The scales on their bodies suddenly disappeared, and they were strangely integrated into
their bodies.

It is equivalent to an extra layer of protective film on the Leviathan body surface!

The blue energy liquid began to glow in the body surface membrane, flowing back and forth,
all over the body.

In the case of the naked eye.

These Leviathans turned out to be bigger again.

The height has reached 120 meters!

The length has also increased by forty or fifty meters!

The body looks like a full circle!
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